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Welcome Message
Dear Colleague,

On behalf of the organisers of “Looking Beyond Industry 4.0”, we warmly welcome
you to this distinguished scientific and technical event - EPSRC Network Plus Industrial Systems in the Digital Age Annual Conference 2017 (ISDA’17).
The conference is taking place at the University of Glasgow, in its James Watt
Building - a building that honours the engineer whose 1781 invention was fundamental to bringing about the first Industrial Revolution that historically changed the
world. Today, the first artificially-engineered Industrial Revolution is taking place,
globally.
You may have been to a number of “Industry 4.0” conferences, and your attendance at this first academic one will help shape UK’s research efforts on and beyond
Industry 4.0. We are delighted to have speakers from throughout the UK and internationally. We are confident that this conference will be a forum to communicate
and share new ideas and methods that will foster development in industrial systems in the digital age.
The conference also gives you the opportunity to visit Scotland and experience its
rich legacy in science and engineering. Glasgow is a historic and cultural city with
magnificent architecture, on the doorstep of some of the world's most beautiful
scenery.
We hope you enjoy your time in Glasgow.

Yun Li, General Chair (University of Glasgow)
Moira Petrie, Organising Committee Chair (EPSRC Network Plus Manager)
Hongnian Yu, International Programme Committee Chair (Bournemouth University)
Louise Evans, Local Organising and Finance Chair (University of Glasgow)

Day 1

Tuesday 20th June 2017

10:00—10:30

Registration: Foyer of the James Watt South Building

10:30—10.45

Welcome address
Professor Neal Juster, Senior Vice-Principal and Deputy Vice Chancellor
University of Glasgow

10.45—11.30

Keynote 1
The Future of Digital Manufacturing
Professor Sarah Sharples
University of Nottingham

11.30—13.00

Session 1: Feasibility Studies—Digital Manufacturing
Towards Additive Manufacturing Process Control Using Semi-Supervised
Learning
University of Liverpool
Investigating Spoken Dialogue to Support Manufacturing Processes
University of Sheffield
Digitisation of Collaborative Human-Robot Workspaces
Loughborough University

13.00—14.00

Lunch and networking
Poster Presentations

14:00—15:30

Session 2: Feasibility Studies—AI for Manufacturing
Feasibility of Capturing Crafts-based Knowledge in an AI System for Future Autonomous Precision-Surface Manufacturing
University of Huddersfield and University of Nottingham
BrewNet: Intelligent Cloud Connected Sensors for Economic Small Scale
Process Optimisation
University of Nottingham and University of Leeds
Circular 4.0: Digital Intelligence to Enable a Circular Economy
Cranfield University

15:30—16:00

Break and refreshments
Poster Presentations

16:00—17:30

Session 3: Industry Perspectives
Dr Stewart Mitchell, CMAC, Strathclyde University
LCR4.0 Project, Simon Reid, Liverpool LEP
Dr Michael Ward, AFRC

17.30

Day 1 close

19:00

Conference dinner at Glasgow Science Centre
Civic drinks reception with Lord Provost of Glasgow, followed by the conference
dinner

Day 2

Wednesday 21st June 2017 (AM)

09.00—09.45

Keynote 2
Challenges and Opportunities of Customising Design and Manufacture
for the Healthcare Sector
Professor Jing Cheng
Tsinghua University

09.45—10.45

Session 4: Smart Design
Computational Intelligence Assisted Design for Manufacture in the
Digital Age
Yi Chen, Yun Li, Hongnian Yu, Erfu Yang, Housheng Hu and Xifan Yao
On the Role of Smart Design in Future Manufacturing for the Marine
Industry
Joo Hock Ang, Cindy Goh and Yun Li
Detangling Complex Supply Networks: the Role of Machine Learning
Alexandra Brintrup, Pascal Wichmann and Philip Woodall

10.45—11.05

Break and refreshments
Poster Presentations

11.05—12.45

Session 5: Digital Manufacturing
Robots in Industry: A Shift towards Autonomous and Intelligent
Systems in the Digital Age
Cuebong Wong, Erfu Yang, Xiutian Yan and Dongbing Gu
Artificial Intelligence Applied to 3D Printing for Additive Manufacturing
Jimeng Yang, Yi Chen, Yun Li and Weidong Huang
Validation of PERFoRM Architecture for Seamless Production Resource
Configuration
Nandini Chakravorti
Enabling Digitisation of Continuous Manufacturing Processes: the Role
of Image Analysis
Alison Cleary, Javier Cardona, Christos Tachtatzis, Carla Ferreira, John McGinty,
Okpeafoh Stephen Agimelen, Jan Sefcik, Ivan Andonovic, Craig Michie, Robert
Atkinson, Yi-Chieh Chen and Andrew Hamilton
Data-Driven Inferential Modelling for Condition Monitoring in
Engineering Systems
Jian-Bo Yang, Dong-Ling Xu and Xiaobin Xu

12.45—13.45

Lunch and networking
Poster Presentations

Day 2

Wednesday 21st June 2017 (PM)

13.00—13.45

Lunch and networking
Poster Presentations

13.45—14.45

Session 6: Digital Industrial Systems
Industry 4.0 as a Socio-Technical Revolution Based on Socio-CyberPhysical Systems
Xifan Yao, Jie Zhang, Jiangming Zhang, Yi Chen and Yun Li
DDoI and the Industrial Revolution - Distributed Denial of Integrity
Threats to Cyber-Physical Products
Paul Galwas and Michele Nati
Process comprehension for knowledge based process planning systems
Xianzhi Zhang

14.45—15.45

Keynote 3 and Open Discussion
Trends in Industry 4.0
Professor Jörn Mehnen
Strathclyde University

15.45—16.00

Closing Remarks
Prof Jon Cooper, Vice Principal for Knowledge Exchange
University of Glasgow
Best Paper Award, by Professor Hongnian Yu (Programme Chair)

16.00

Conference Close

Day 1—Conference Welcome
Professor Neil Juster
Senior Vice-Principal and Deputy Vice Chancellor
University of Glasgow

Neal Juster is Senior Vice-Principal and Deputy Vice Chancellor , a role he has held
since April 2013, having joined the University of Glasgow as Vice-Principal (Strategy
and Resources) in 2007.
Immediately prior to his appointment to the University of Glasgow, Neal was Pro VicePrincipal at the University of Strathclyde (2006-7). Other academic appointments include Dean of the Faculty of Engineering (2002-6) and Head of Department in the Department of Design, Manufacture and Engineering Management (1997-2002), University of Strathclyde and Senior Lecturer in the Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Leeds (1988-97).
Neal Juster received his BSc and PhD in Mechanical Engineering from the University of
Leeds and is a Fellow of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE). He is a
member, and past Chair, of the IMechE Academic Standards Committee, the committee responsible for accrediting relevant undergraduate degree programmes.
He is a Trustee of the University of Glasgow Trust, the University of Glasgow Pension
Fund and the Yamaa Trust, a small charity helping the disadvantaged in the South Gobi. He is also a Director of Glasgow University Holdings Limited and Systems Level Integration Limited

Day 1—Keynote Session
Professor Sarah Sharples
The University of Nottingham

Professor Sarah Sharples is a Professor of Human Factors in the Department of Mechanical, Materials and Manufacturing Engineering and Associate Pro-Vice Chancellor
for Research in the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Nottingham. She completed her PhD in 1999 and has been a researcher, research manager or grant holder
on a number of industrial, government and EU funded projects, including a long term
programme of research for Network Rail examining implications, design and implementation of novel interfaces for railway control and use of rail simulation for human
factors research. She is a CI in the Horizon Digital Economy Research Institute and Co
-Director of the Horizon Doctoral Training Centre.

As well as being PI of the Network Plus: Industrial Systems in the Digital Age, she is PI
of a national network to support PhD students in Digital Economy, and leads the University of Nottingham and Leicester Partnership with the Transport Systems Catapult,
where she is also a Non-Executive Director. She works in the domains of transport,
healthcare and manufacturing, and leads the 'Digital Futures' Global Research Theme
for the University of Nottingham. She is a Chartered Ergonomist and Human Factors
Specialist, and her main areas of interest and expertise are Human-Computer Interaction, cognitive ergonomics and development of quantitative and qualitative research
methodologies for examination of interaction with innovative technologies in complex
systems. She is co-editor of the leading ergonomics/human factors text, Evaluation of
Human Work, 4th edition (2015).

Day 2—Keynote Session
Professor Jing Cheng
Tsinghua University

Challenges and Opportunities of Customising Design and
Manufacture for the Healthcare Sector
In the digital age, there is a rapid increase in the capability and demand for intelligent
healthcare products and instruments. We have researched and developed for several
years now on the design and manufacture of smart healthcare instruments to satisfy
individualized demand. Case one in this talk shows a micro-fluidic chip based portable
device for frequent blood biochemical detections at home. For various diseases, such
as diabetes, liver dysfunction and kidney dysfunction, different and sometimes customized check-ups are required. These smart chips are fabricated for different biochemical assays and need to be manufactured on demand. The detection process is
automated and rapid, such that testing indices can be individually tailored. Case two
demonstrates a multi-functional robotic chair we have designed and manufactured to
help people who have movement difficulties. According to different heights and shapes
of the individuals, the size of the robotic chair can be altered and manufactured individually in a mass production line. The core functions of the chair comprise smart raising, electrically-assisted walking, comfort massaging, ventilation, heating, audioentertainment and a customized regular medication reminder. For people with chronic
diseases, optional monitoring devices can be embedded in the chair arm to monitor
the heart rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen saturation and electrocardiogram. In this
exciting digital age, we look forward to a more significant role that artificial intelligence will play in shaping healthcare smart design and manufacture.

Professor Jing Cheng is an Academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering. He is
Cheung Kong Professor in Department of Biomedical Engineering, Tsinghua University,
and Director of National Engineering Research Center for Beijing Biochip Technology. He developed the world’s first laboratory-on-a-chip system in 1998, the work of
which was featured in the front cover of the June 1998 issue of Nature Biotechnology.
He received the Second Prize of the National Awards for Technological Innovation in
2007, the Ho Leung Ho Lee Prize for Scientific and Technological Innovation in 2008,
the Tanjiazhen Life Science Innovation Award in 2008, the Chinese Academy of Engineering Guanghua Award for Engineering Science and Technology, and the China National Outstanding Engineer Award in 2014.

Day 2—Keynote Session
Professor Jorn Mehnen
University of Strathclyde

Trends in Industry 4.0
This talk covers latest trends and technologies in the context of Industry 4.0 for developing smarter products in factories of the future. The talk includes latest views in Industry 4.0 technology advancements such as Cloud Manufacturing, Additive Manufacturing, Industrial Internet of Things, Advanced Computational Intelligence, and
Through-Life Engineering and how they are currently getting adopted in international
industry. The talk introduces an international, holistic and multi-disciplinary vision of
where Industry 4.0 is heading and what transformative impact this idea could have on
industry, business and academia.

Professor Dr. Jörn Mehnen is leading the activities in Advanced Digital Manufacturing
at the Department of Design, Manufacture and Engineering Management (DMEM) at
the University of Strathclyde. His interest and expertise lies in the multi-disciplinary
field of Industry 4.0 and its related technologies such as Cyber Physical Systems, Secure Industrial Internet of Things, Additive Manufacturing, Computational Intelligence,
Cloud Manufacturing as well as Through-Life Services and New Smart Business models.

Day 2—Closing Comments
Professor Jon Cooper
University of Glasgow

Professor Jon Cooper has overall responsibility for the University’s Knowledge Exchange strategy and policies and for the University’s relationships with its strategic
partners including industry, NHS, Government and Charities. He is also responsible for
the University’s enterprise activities, including the promotion of spinout companies.
Jon holds an ERC advanced investigator award, a Royal Society Merit award and is an
EPSRC Fellow. He has 240 publications in internationally renowned peer reviewed publications, with an ISI H factor of 40, see: http://www.researcherid.com/rid/E-90002010. He has also been involved as an academic founder of three spin-out companies, Modedx; SAWdx and Clyde Biosciences, in the fields of medical diagnostics, drug
delivery and new medicines discovery.
Jon was elected as a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh (2001) and a Fellow of
the Royal Academy of Engineering (2004). He was appointed to the Wolfson Chair in
Biomedical Engineering in 2009. He has served on RAE’08 (EEE) and is currently serving on REF’14 (General Engineering).
Previously, he was Head of the Division of Biomedical Engineering in the School of Engineering and a Dean in the College of Science and Engineering. He also held positions
as International Dean for East Asia and lead the University’s strategy in Transnational
Education.

Day 1—Feasibility Studies
Towards Additive Manufacturing Process Control using SemiSupervised Learning
P.L.Green1, K.Black1 and C.Sutcliffe1,2
1

University of Liverpool, 2Renishaw

Additive Manufacturing (AM) has the potential to bring transformative change to the UK’s manufacturing industry. Innovate UK identified AM as one of the UK's 22 priority process technologies and described it as a ‘key potential growth area’ for the UK in the 2020s. Unfortunately,
large scale adoption of AM methods is severely hindered by uncertainties associated with the
quality of printed components. This is particularly true in the healthcare and aerospace sectors,
where requirements on part quality are typically the most stringent.
The field of machine learning offers potential solutions to this problem. Machine learning has
been successfully applied to several manufacturing challenges and can, potentially, be used to
automatically identify faulty components using measurements that are obtained, in real-time,
during the AM process (a time series of powder bed temperatures taken during SLM, for example). This typically involves presenting an algorithm with process data which is ‘labelled’ - data
where it has been established that a particular manufacturing process has led to a component
that is either ‘faulty’ or ‘not faulty’ (this approach to machine learning is commonly called
‘supervised learning’). Once successfully trained, such an algorithm will then be able to classify
future components, based solely on their individual process measurements (and without costly
manual inspections). Unfortunately, the costs associated with obtaining the necessary quantity
of ‘labelled data’ prevent the application of supervised learning to the identification of faulty,
additively manufactured components.
This feasibility study aims to deliver an algorithm which, using process measurements obtained
during SLM, will automatically certify additively manufactured components without needing
large amounts of labelled data. Its premise is that, during the AM printing process, large sets
of measurement data can be generated relatively easily but that the establishment of the resulting component's quality is more time consuming and expensive. The proposed methodology
is based on the hypothesis that, by combining large amounts of ‘unlabelled’ data with a small
amount of ‘labelled’ data, it will be possible to detect future faulty components with a far greater accuracy than if only a small quantity of labelled data were utilised. This will exploit a field of
machine learning known as ‘semi-supervised learning’.
The project will utilise novel reflective light technology, recently developed by Renishaw, which
makes it possible to generate real time measurements of a component's temperature distribution and position, during SLM. In the long term, the authors aim to utilise the results of this
feasibility study to develop machine-learnt process control for AM.

Day 1—Feasibility Studies
Investigating Spoken Dialogue to Support Manufacturing Processes
R.Gaizauskas, E.Barker, J. Law and S. Fernando
University of Sheffield

Across the industrialised world there is broad agreement that we are on the brink of revolutionary changes in manufacturing, brought about by the convergence of industrial production and
information and communication technologies. Amongst the many emerging capabilities envisaged to form part of this revolution are: (1) human-robot co-working, where the complementary strengths of humans and robots in industrial settings are exploited to deliver performance
superior to that achievable by either humans or robots on their own, and (2) intelligent decision support, where human factory workers, no longer simply machine operators, are supported by rich information systems in making decisions, e.g, to address unforeseen problems or
maintain or reconfigure industrial processes.
Developing these capabilities and integrating them into the work environment is a key part of
delivering the Industry 4.0/“factory of the future” vision. Core to both human-robot co-working
and intelligent decision support is communication between humans and machines, whether the
machines be robots or information systems. Human-machine communication may take many
forms and it is not straightforward to determine, in a given setting, which form humanmachine communication should take and this is particularly true in manufacturing environments.
Rapid technological change is giving machines new communicative capacities whose potential
needs to be explored. More importantly, in a given work setting our very understanding of the
tasks and how they may be divided between human and machine is based on assumptions
about the form of, and limitations on, communication between the two. New forms of communication may enable new, more effective ways of working. Our hypothesis, which we propose
to investigate in this feasibility study and beyond, is that spoken natural language dialogue has
the potential to be uniquely effective and enabling as means of communication between humans and machines in manufacturing environments, specifically for human-robot co-working
and for decision support, and that it is now a mature enough technology to be exploited in
these environments.
This feasibility study aims is to produce an evidence-based assessment of the potential for spoken dialogue systems (SDS) in human-robot co-working and intelligent decision support in real
manufacturing environments, identifying specific scenarios where SDS would be useful, determining requirements on those systems, assessing the extent to which existing technologies
may be sufficient and where research challenges may lie, and laying the groundwork for future
work in this area.

Day 1—Feasibility Studies
Digitisation of Collaborative Human-Robot Work Spaces
N. Lohse, P.Kinnell, A.Soltoggio and E-M.Hubbard
Loughborough University

Close human-robot collaborative working will be essential to improve the competitiveness of
high wage manufacturing economies by increasing productivity without losing agility. Despite
significant advances in robotics and autonomous systems, one of the most critical barriers for
the successful introduction of these technologies in manufacturing is the lack of robust realtime high-fidelity awareness of the work spaces with all its actors. For collaborative and autonomous human-robot systems to become safe, the whole work space needs to be digitised in
high detail. However, there is currently no integrated approach to support the complete digitisation of manufacturing work spaces. Advanced models for data fusion in industrial robots are
limited to path planning and human safety in work cells in which operators do not collaborate
with the robots. Therefore, data models to efficiently manage the large datasets generated
from a network of high-resolution cameras are needed to enable a real-world human-robot collaborative manufacturing cell. These will provide the precursor for observation-driven deep
learning approaches to be developed that do not rely on overly idealistic CAD models and prior
knowledge.

Marker-based tracking provides an option for lab environments but does not translate well into
industrial environments where it is unrealistic to attach markers to all the relevant components, such as machines and people. It is also not robust when unknown objects are introduced into the scene. This feasibility study will address this by investigating whether a network of standard 2D smart cameras, combined with a purely data driven deep learning approach, can be used to recognise, localise and track multiple objects and people within a workspace, with robust and accurate real-time performance that rivals marker based tracking systems (such as vicon etc). This approach aims to take advantage of the ability of deep learning
to effectively reduce the dimensionality of data, reliably identify objects and people despite a
high degree of variation in the input. If proven feasible, this will establish the foundation for a
significant step-change in industrial workspace digitisation and 3D perception, as essential prerequisite for ubiquitous safety systems that do not impede the way people work.

Day 1—Feasibility Studies
Feasibility of Capturing Crafts-based Knowledge in an AI System for
Future Autonomous Precision-Surface Manufacturing
D.Walker1, A. P. Longstaff1, S. Parkinson1, W. Pan1, S. Petrovic2, P. Ward1 and K. Wilson1
1

University of Huddersfield, 2The University of Nottingham

The manufacture of precision and ultra-precision functional surfaces for optical, medical and
engineering products embraces many artefacts (e.g. optics, prosthetic joint implants, moulds
and dies) and several strategically-important sectors, from consumer products, through
healthcare, aerospace and automotive, to defence and space. It is remarkable just how much
craft-based hand-work is still used in these extremely high value industries, e.g. had-lapping of
optics, precision moulds & dies etc. Whilst this is progressively giving way to CNC machines,
these are still highly-dependent on craft expertise to optimise the results. This may involve
know-how in special techniques for different materials and surface-forms. Then, crafts-input
will be required in interpreting measurement results, and then for planning the right approach
to remedy particular surface features that arise, or resolve unexpected process anomalies. Unfortunately, this know-how is being permanently lost as expert craftspeople retire.
This project has a vision of an adaptive Autonomous Manufacturing Cell for iterative precision
surface-fabrication. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the next key step in practically reducing and
eventually eliminating human interventions, both in planning the initial strategy for processing
some specific industrial component, and then in interpreting measurement data and adaptively
planning each successive process-step. AI should also recognise and respond to unexpected
process events, and finally determine when the part has reached specification. To achieve this,
this will require a basic feedstock of digitally-accessible, high-quality information. This feasibility study is an essential building block for the ultimate vision of the autonomous manufacturing
cell.
The aim of this project is to establish the feasibility, and a workable methodology, for capturing
and encoding craft-expertise in a real-life iterative manufacturing context, then to define how
optimally to archive it and present it as an accessible input to a future AI system within a future autonomous manufacturing cell.

Day 1—Feasibility Studies
BREWNET: Intelligent Cloud Connected Sensors for Economic Small
Scale Process Optimisation
N.J.Watson1 and S.A.R.Zaidi2
1

The University of Nottingham, 2University of Leeds

The food and drink industry is characterised by high volume production of low value products.
SMEs operating within this sector often fall behind with technological advances due to a lack of
capital to invest in new assets and limited or non-existent research capabilities. However digital
manufacturing does not require expensive new hardware or onsite expertise as process benefits such as reduced costs, resource utilisation and waste are delivered via the collection, analysis and decision support capabilities of data. This data can be collected by low cost sensors
which are connected to a cloud server for near real-time predictive analytics. One example of
small scale food and drink processing is craft brewing.
A critical stage of the brewing process is fermentation, where yeast is added to the wort to
convert sugar to alcohol. The fermentation process is complete once the beer has reached the
desired alcohol content. This is currently determined by removing a sample and measuring the
specific gravity using a hydrometer. Although the fermentation process duration should be
identical for each batch of a particular beer, this is rarely the case due to seasonal variability in
ingredient (malts, hops, water) properties and natural fluctuations in process temperature. As
specific gravity measurements are only taken every 4-10 hours (or longer if no-one is working
overnight) this often leads in over fermentation. This results in an inferior product and an inefficient use of resources such as electricity for heating. Sub-optimal fermentation also has a significant effect on downstream processes (e.g. Kegging) and often results in the need for additional processing steps (e.g. extra sugar addition).
Ultrasonic techniques use high frequency (>100 KHz) low power (<100 mW cm-2) pressure
waves to non-invasively measure solid/liquid materials physical chemical properties. Ultrasonic
techniques offer a low cost solution to process measurements but currently no commercial solutions exist for an SME brewing environment due to integration challenges with legacy technologies and expertise requirements.
The aim of this multidisciplinary feasibility study is to combine process sensors, wireless networks and cloud based cognitive algorithms to optimise small scale fermentation processes. It
aims to demonstrate how emerging digital technologies enable this optimisation at low cost
and without the need for onsite instrument and data specialists.
This project will develop an ultrasonic sensor which can measure alcohol content in a small
scale beer fermenter. This ultrasonic sensor will be combined with temperature and pH sensors
and connected to a cloud empowered gateway. Intelligent algorithms utilising real-time and
historical fermentation data will be developed within this environment to predict optimal fermentation end point. All real-time fermentation data will be used to study the performance of
the fermenter and ingredients (e.g, yeast) and made openly available to other craft brewers.

Day 1—Feasibility Studies
Circular 4.0: Digital Intelligence to Enable a Circular Economy
F.Charnley, A.Tiwari, M.Moreno and W. Hutabarat
Cranfield University
Digital Intelligence is rapidly becoming a pervasive feature of our economy, where data generated through social-, mobile-, machine- and product-networks are being leveraged through data analytics to create new forms of value. In manufacturing industries, through emerging concepts such as Industry 4.0 and IoT, Digital Intelligence is expected to transform how products
are manufactured, sold, used and retained within the value chain.
A Circular Economy (CE) is an inherently feedback-rich system and Digital Intelligence can provide information feedback throughout a product’s life, opening up opportunities for enhanced
repair, reconditioning and re-manufacture. A key challenge is therefore to understand how
such opportunities can be enabled for restorative and regenerative CE through application of
Digital Intelligence and how the systemic impact of its implementation can be measured and up
-scaled.
This feasibility study will investigate how data, acquired through the latest advances in digital
technologies can provide Digital Intelligence to shape decisions about the manufacture and utilisation of automotive components for accelerating the implementation of more circular approaches in UK manufacturing. The novelty of this research lies in investigating the application
of Digital Intelligence through the lens of a restorative circular economic (CE) model focusing
on product life extension and its suitability at a particular point in a product’s life cycle. This
study will aim to demonstrate how service data, acquired through the application of digital
technologies, can inform decisions surrounding the implementation of circular strategies, particularly product life extension.

Day 1—Industry Perspectives
The people of manufacturing’s digital future - A changing face for the
manufacturing profession?
Michael Ward
Advanced Forming Research Centre, University of Strathclyde

If major economies are to undergo an industrial transformation based on digitalisation of manufacturing it will be people who make it happen. In short if we want to have a revolution we
are going to need some revolutionaries. Relatively little has been written about the people aspects of achievement of a vision for digital transformation of manufacturing at a national level
– certainly at the level of practical steps aimed at developing those people. This paper is positioned as a discussion piece aimed at stimulating debate in this area and assessing the potential role of national level intervention in stimulating change.
The viability of a future workforce capable of driving a digitally enabled revolution in manufacturing is intrinsically linked to culture and attitudes to different forms of employment. They are
therefore difficult to consider beyond individual national contexts. The UK, for example, has
many different characteristics to other nations who are progressing in this area - perhaps the
biggest of these relate to society, societal attitudes to manufacturing, and the role of people at
all levels. In driving change nations should be proud of their unique national characteristics and
play to their strengths. The particular characteristics of the UK provide their own challenges,
especially if a simple approach of replicating the models developed for example in Germany,
the US or South East Asia were to be attempted. In light of this position, this paper articulates
some of the specific aspects of people, culture and skills which are specific to the UK and which
could be seen as both opportunities and threats. There is a strong and quite unified belief
among UK industrial leaders, RTOs, and academics that access to people with the right attributes, attitudes and skills represents one of the main success factors in digital transformation.
That same group is however less vocal in how to address the various issues. This is perhaps to
be expected given that many of those who are ideally positioned to provide technical leadership of digital manufacturing transformation are perhaps less well positioned to address broad
people and societal issues.
This provides a key challenge in enabling strategic change in this essential area of the digital
programme. Based on all of this the paper investigates and evaluates options that could be
pursued at the national level to stimulate change.

Contd/

Day 1—Industry Perspectives
The people of manufacturing’s digital future - A changing face for the
manufacturing profession?
Michael Ward
Advanced Forming Research Centre, University of Strathclyde

Contd/

These include:


using the momentum of digital initiatives as a vehicle to shift today’s manufacturing and
engineering workforce demographic into an inclusive, 21st century position;



driving the promotion of confidence and capability to operate and develop flexibly within
individuals and organisations;



the importance of addressing culture in providing the capacity for change at the company,
regional and national level; and stimulation of change in the digital manufacturing;



The potential basis for rebranding the future professionals in manufacturing, potentially to a
position which is much more creatively aligned.

The core argument of the paper is that digital manufacture should herald a reconsideration on
the future vision for the manufacturing engineering profession. If this is the case then any such
vision should be ambitious and aspirational, placing people as THE primary national resource
which will drive a digital industrial future, as THE key element of digital manufacturing systems, and as THE driving force for change.

Day 2—Oral Presentations
Computational Intelligence Assisted Design for Manufacture in the Digital
Age
Yi Chen1 , Yun Li2 , Hongnian Yu3 , Erfu Yang4 , Housheng Hu5 , Xifan Yao6
1

Dongguan University of Technology, 2University of Glasgow, 3Bournemouth University, 4University
of Strathclyde, 5University of Essex, 6South China University of Technology

Design & manufacture (D&M) are essential to the global economy & reflect one of the most innovative & creative activities. A rising demand of design has been seen in the requirement of increased efficiency, reduced costs, and manufacturing flexibility. These are driven by technological
innovation and intellectual ingenuity. Based on artificial intelligence (AI), computational intelligence assisted design (CIAD) promises many benefits in design and manufacture in the digital
age, including higher flexibility, improved efficiency, and improved competitiveness. However,
there are many challenges to be overcome before concepts and creativity can become commercial
designs for intelligent manufacture.
An increasing requirement of improving design efficiency, shortening the product’s time to market, enhancing design and manufacture flexibility and cost-cutting has been witnessed. To address
this issue, this work develops a CIAD for manufacture framework for a ‘push button’ solution to
design automation and smart manufacture. As a result, such a smart design process will shorten
the design-manufacture cycle to: mining demand data->cyber-physical push button solution->
end-user, and is hence expected to elevate industrial competitiveness by an order of magnitude.
With CIAD, smart designs can then seamlessly integrate mass-networked computational elements
to control physical entities for smart manufacturing, transferring potential products from state-ofart to state-of-practice and assisting the next generation of design and manufacture.
AI offers a set of nature-inspired approaches and a wealth of capability for solving complex real-world design problems. Compared with traditional design and optimisation methods, CI does
not need to reformulate the problem in order to search a nonx y
z Validation 1 NO YES To CIAE 1 2 3 4 5 CAD Model Parameters
optimisation A B CI integrated solver Figure 1 CIAD framework[1]
linear or non-differentiable space. This feature is particularly appealing if an explicit objective function is difficult to define, especially in mass customisation for a mass production cost.

Day 2—Oral Presentations
On the role of smart design in future manufacturing for the marine
industry
Joo Hock Ang1,2, Cindy Goh2 and Yun Li2
1

Sembcorp Marine Ltd, 2University of Glasgow,

In the face of stiff competition, cost reduction and globalisation, marine industry today require
a quantum leap in the entire ship design-and-build process to keep abreast of and to differentiate itself in a marketplace that is fast moving towards digital technologies. Industry 4.0 which
promises a paradigm shift from traditional segregated horizontal and vertical value network
manufacturing process to horizontal-vertical integration and fully connected manufacturing system is fast gaining worldwide attention.
Under this connected manufacturing system, smart design plays an important role to help realise the goal of
industry 4.0 when integrated with smart manufacturing
and products, as illustrated in Figure 1. The digital model
concept was developed in 2015 from “theses from Hechenberg”, where it was concluded among its members that
the basis of innovative, ‘smart’, connected products are
digital product models and integrated management of
digital model throughout entire product lifecycle is an important prerequisite for industry 4.0 . Separately in another workshop conducted same year, product lifecycle
was highlighted as an important consideration in the development of smart product and industry 4.0. Building on these few studies, ‘smart design’ is
hereby defined in this paper as a design automation process which is based on a digital product
model that collaborate closely with digital manufacturing and digital product so as to reduce
overall time and cost for future manufacturing.
So far, the emphasis of smart design and digital product model in the development of industry
4.0 has been lacking, in comparison to smart manufacturing and smart products. In particular,
how is digital model going to integrate with smart manufacturing and smart product when considering entire product lifecycle? One promising solution is to create a feedback loop and develop a framework to link up smart manufacturing and smart product to smart design, which enables the digital model to be modified anytime in a fully digital manufacturing and ship operation
process.
In this paper, we shall i) provide an overview of smart design and its relation to smart manufacturing and smart product, ii) identify key challenges faced when applying smart design and
digital model in the entire ship’s product lifecycle, and iii) propose a framework which can link
up the digital model with digital manufacturing and product operation process so as to realise
the goal of combining both digital and physical world through cyber-physical systems. Through
computer intelligence and cyber-physical integration, it is envisioned that industry 4.0 can
transform ship design and manufacturing as a smart product through-life in the near future.
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Detangling complex supply networks: the role of machine learning
A. Brintrup , P. Wichmann , P. Woodall and D. McFarlane
University of Cambridge

Supply networks emerge as companies procure goods from each other; simultaneously creating value and risk. It has been shown that such networks contain hidden patterns that have
implications on the robustness and performance of both the manufacturers embedded within
the network and the network itself as a whole. Supply Network Analytics (SNA) is an emerging
field of study that focuses on the use of network science and machine learning techniques to
characterize fundamental patterns, predict system states, and prescribe potential nudges to
the system to bring it to a more desired state.
In this study we provide an example SNA case study on the use of machine learning in predicting interdependencies between manufacturers that are not visible to the OEM. Knowledge of
interdependencies is useful to plan for potential operational disruptions. Current methods to
achieve visibility such as RFID tagging, block-chain, third party information providers, or contractual disclosure all require suppliers’ willingness and ability to share information. Machine
learning on the other hand, offers a complimentary method that does not rely on supplier’s information sharing ability by inferring dependencies from a minimum level of existing data
available to the manufacturer.
We use Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines, and Logistic Regression to extract relational
features from a known network to train a classifier for predicting potential links between suppliers. The data is large-scale and comes from a well-known automotive manufacturer.
We find that creation of a machine learning approach for this problem is challenging because it
involves link prediction using graph (network) structure – a sub-field of ML called graph mining. Link prediction in large graphs involves a tendency towards false positive classification error; because there are many more instances of the negative class. The implication is that predicting the small class (existence of a link) is more difficult than the large class (non-existing
links) because the biggest source of training data for the algorithm is on the large class. However, it is the small class that is the main target of the predictive process.
We mitigate this issue first by balancing the training process with a larger number of true positives, and then by employing an evaluation approach that focuses on the prediction of a few
links accurately and precisely, so that the prediction is able to yield the existence of dependencies whose existence is well founded and understood. This is in contrast to a generic algorithm
training process that yields the most true positives.
Our preliminary findings are encouraging. They give rise to the exciting possibility of using SNA
for improving supply chain visibility. In tandem with the advances in machine learning, the rise
of digital manufacturing technologies such as the Internet of Things is creating new, large-scale
data streams that now make the mining of systemic patterns in supply networks possible, creating a new wave of understanding.
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Robots in Industry: A Shift towards Autonomous and Intelligent Systems in the Digital Age
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Robotics and autonomous systems (RAS) are playing an increasingly important role across a
wide range of industries and applications. Certainly, the definition of robots have expanded
drastically and is no longer used to describe only traditional preprogrammed manipulators that
have been commonplace in many manufacturing areas. The world is beginning to shift to an
era where robots possess higher levels of autonomy, intelligence and adaptability, enabling
them to cope with dynamic and challenging environments. This has created an excellent opportunity for smarter robotic systems to be exploited for applications in industrial environments.
In this note, we discuss the emerging shift of robotics and its implications in the digital age. We
focus particularly on applications within industrial settings, giving our perspectives on future
advancements with people and automation working together as an underlying theme.
Much work exists in literature that may be transferred and implemented in the real-world, particularly in an industrial setting. The oil and gas sector, for example, is an area in which aspects of health, safety and environment (HSE) are paramount. The oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico have alerted the importance of the early detection of faults in oil and gas infrastructure, yet
it is not an easy task due to the scale of these assets and the environmental conditions in
which they reside. A variety of robots in the form of ground vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicles,
wall-climbing robots and in-pipe robots have been deployed to assist with these activities.
Looking beyond the aspects of HSE, robots are cost-effective solutions, particularly as systems
for long-term deployment are being developed and continually improved. An interesting area of
robotics that have emerged in recent years is collaborative robots. These robots have begun to
appear in manufacturing environments where robots operate interactively with humans in a
shared workspace. Intelligence and machine learning play critical roles in these systems as
manufacturing robots are shifting from the preprogrammed machines to more autonomous
systems which are capable of adapting to a dynamic and unstructured environment with regular changes to its tasks. Looking towards the future, we foresee a continuing shift towards
more intelligent and autonomous robots in the coming decade. Currently, most robotic systems
still rely upon human operators to perform cognitive decision-making tasks, but as technology
continues to advance, we anticipate the deployment of truly autonomous robots capable of intelligent decision-making while working safely together with humans in an integrated environment
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Artificial Intelligence Applied to 3D Printing for Additive Manufacturing
Jimeng Yang1, Yi Chen2, Weidong Huang3 and Yun Li1
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Additive manufacturing of three-dimensional objects are now more and more realised through
3D printing, known as an evolutional paradigm in the manufacturing industry. Artificial intelligence is currently finding wide applications to 3D printing for an intelligent, efficient, high quality, mass customised and service-oriented production process. This paper presents a comprehensive survey of artificial intelligent in 3D printing. Before a printing task begins, the printability of given 3D objects can be determined through a printability checker using machine learning. The prefabrication of slicing is accelerated through parallel slicing algorithms and the path
planning is often optimised intelligently. In the aspect of service and security, intelligent demand matching and resource allocation algorithms enable a Cloud service platform and evaluation model to provide clients with an on-demand service and access to a collection of shared
resources. We also present three machine learning algorithms to detect product defects in the
presence of cyber-attacks. Based on the reviews on various applications, printability with multiindicators, reduction of complexity threshold, acceleration of prefabrication, real-time control,
enhancement of security and defect detection for customised designs are seen of good opportunities for further research, especially in the era of Industry 4.0.
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Validation of PERFoRM Architecture for Seamless Production Resource
Configuration
N. Chakvravorti
The Manufacturing Technology Centre

The manufacturing sector is under increasing pressure to produce customised, cheaper and
higher quality products with an overall cost reduction. Additionally, delays or shortages from
suppliers or breakdown of production assets can have a high impact on the overall company
performance. Recent years have seen an increase in the introduction of new paradigms such as
process integration, digitisation of production, access to production information, modularity and
re-configurability into the manufacturing domain.
Production harmonized Reconfiguration of Flexible Robots and Machinery (PERFoRM) is a
H2020 project which focusses on increasing the flexibility and configurability of manufacturing
processes. The overall aim of the PERFoRM project is to develop a common reference architecture for Agile Manufacturing Control system for true plug-and-produce devices, robots and machines. The proposed system integrates tools that enable scheduling, simulation and intelligent
decision support. This project uses the innovative results of previous collaborative projects
such as SOCRADES and IMC-AESOP. The overall system architecture of PERFoRM includes different components such as Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines, industrial robots and Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs). Different Information Technology (IT) assets such as the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Manufacturing
Execution Systems (MES), System Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and databases (DB)
also need to be integrated within any typical production environment. A middleware is being
utilised to enable each component within PERFoRM’s architecture to recognise and communicate with each other. Technology adaptors are being used to promote the seamless exchange
of data from diverse production resources e.g. MES, robots etc. The PERFoRM middleware together with the proper adaptors allow the communication between varied legacy hardware devices, e.g. robots and the respective controllers, and software applications such as databases,
ERP etc.
The aim of the PERFoRM project is to validate the reference architecture concepts against four
use cases: (1) production of compressors, (2) assembly of low cost full electric vehicles with
high variants and high quality on low budget assembly lines, (3) production of aerospace components within high variants and (4) production of consumer white goods. The focus of this
work is limited to the consumer white goods use case. This company, produces medium sized,
high quality components with an average lot sizes between 100 and 500. The company’s motivation is to minimise change-over effort and allow fast integration of automation systems into
the wider company Information and Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure. The objective of this use case is to achieve fast reconfiguration of the path of a robot equipped with a
probe for the detection of microwave leaks coming from a microwave oven.
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The work conducted at the MTC has implemented a system that enables the automatic reconfiguration of the path of a robot equipped with a probe for the detection of microwave leaks
coming from the oven. The demonstrator includes a technology adaptor for translating a CAD
file to a script for a Universal Robot and a middleware for providing a common communication
platform and translation of different communication protocols. If leakages are detected the oven is sent for repair. The role of the adaptor is to automatically generate the robot commands
starting from a path drawn with a CAD tool and sent to the robot. This permits the product designers to directly draw the path which is more appropriate for detecting possible microwave
leakages outside the oven. Moreover, it promotes no stoppages to the production line when a
new model of oven is being produced and hence teaching the robot to follow a new path.
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Enabling digitisation of continuous manufacturing processes: the role
of image analysis
J. Cardona, C. Ferreira, J. McGinty, A. Hamilton1 O.S. Agimelen, A. Cleary, Y.C. Chen ,
J. Sefcik, C. Michie, R. Atkinson, I. Andonovic, and C. Tachtatzis
University of Strathclyde

Digitisation of manufacturing processes under the umbrella of Industry 4.0 is a multi-faceted
challenge, with requirements ranging from ensuring all relevant data is captured and has
meaning, to combining and analysing data streams correctly, through to creating useful and
intuitive real-time user interfaces.
One such data stream that has more recently become of interest due to improved processing
powers allowing near real-time, and in some cases real-time analysis, is image data. We will
demonstrate as a case study how images can be used to help the pharmaceutical industry in
the transition from batch to continuous processing through providing near real-time analysis of
in-situ crystal images taken during the crystallisation process.
Traditionally, particle size and shape measurements in pharmaceutical production have been
made offline, therefore introducing the risk of altering particle properties during the procedure
of taking samples, drying and measuring. More recently, instruments such as the Particle Vision and Measurement (PVM) imaging tool which can provide real time, in-situ, qualitative particle image data have seen widespread uptake both in academia and industry. Here we will
show an interactive tool that has been developed with the purpose of providing users of such
instruments with quantitative information and statistical data as the crystallisation process develops, allowing control measures to be taken in near real-time.
Combined with other simultaneously-acquired data streams, the quantitative information extracted through the imaging user tool provides both user feedback and also further enhanced
control information through the use of the data as input to analysis from other methods, such
as the inversion of particle chord length distributions.

This work was carried out as part of the EPSRC ‘Intelligent Decision Support and Control Technologies for Continuous Manufacturing of Pharmaceuticals and Fine Chemicals’ project,
EP/K014250/1.
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In this presentation, a data-driven method will be introduced to build an evidence-based inferential model for fault diagnosis and condition monitoring in engineering systems. A biobjective
optimisation model and its solution scheme are developed to train evidence weights for inference without relying on prior distribution. Numerical examples are provided to demonstrate the
above findings and their potential applications. A real life case study on fault diagnosis in rail
track maintenance is conducted, where data is gathered from an operational railway system.
This case study is intended to show the process of inferential modelling and decision making in
real life, from sample data collection and evidence acquisition to the estimation of evidence
weights and the combination of evidence for fault diagnosis and condition monitoring.
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The term "Industry 4.0" originates from the study of a high-tech strategy of the German government, characterized by highly customizable mass production. It is focused on the realization
of smart manufacturing and smart factories based on cyber-physical systems (CPS). However,
Industry 4.0 reaches beyond smart factories and covers the entire value chain of manufacturing. This abstract thus develops a view of Industry 4.0 as a socio-technical revolution based on
socio-cyber-physical systems (SCPS). Opportunities, challenges and strategic views on SCPSoriented research and development beyond Industry 4.0 will be detailed in the full paper.
Acknowledgment
This study was funded by the NSFC under grant Nos.51175187 and 51675186.
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DDoI and the Industrial Revolution - Distributed Denial of Integrity
threats to cyber-physical products
P.Galwas and M. Nati
Digital catapult

Advent of digitisation, additive and distributed manufacturing is increasing the risks to which
the complexity of supply chain is exposed. A cyber-attack on manufacturing systems could
cause injury to plant workers and damage to the machine itself. More insidiously, an attack
could be designed to cause a process to produce faulty parts that might find their way into
enduser products.
Our work examines the classes of threats to integrity that impact the security, safety and privacy of cyber-physical products across the manufacturing supply chain and their operational
lifecycles. We call them Distributed Denial of Integrity (DDoI) threats.
Internet-connected Cyber-physical products & services are vulnerable to security threats to
their integrity that could give rise to significant harm to persons and assets from loss of capability, availability, and potentially systemic instabilities. We first analyse the complexity of connected and digital supply chain by identifying the boundaries of information sharing with respect to processes and involved actors. Vulnerabilities exist at the virtual and physical boundaries, distributed across the domains of space & time, and of progenitors & descendants, which
are increasingly being exposed in the open domain. We note that understanding of information
security must evolve to meet these growing threats, and that raising security mindedness and
understanding of the above boundaries is paramount to bridge the current security-maturity
chasm.
We conclude by highlighting challenges to securing our future cyber-physical products, and
how to gain understanding across the manufacturing sector. With our work we hope to raise
the required awareness and create the security mindedness that large organization managerial
teams should develop in order to face the (r-)evolution of their industrial systems in the digital
age. While we suggest some recommendations on how initial solutions could require a mix of
adequate technical solutions, standardisation activities and governance structure, we recognise
and discuss how the solutions will need for a high level of interdisciplinary systemic research,
spanning area including security engineering, information assurance, information security, mechanical and product engineering, across the different technology readiness levels (4-9). By
highlighting this problem and gaining such awareness, we hope that our analysis will foster
new discussions and collaborations between industry and academic work to find mitigation to
the incumbent DDoI risks.
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Process comprehension for knowledge based process planning systems
Xianzhi Zhang
Kingston University
Over the last 40 years manufacturing industry has enjoyed a rapid growth with the support of
various computer-aided systems (CAD, CAPP, CAM etc.) known as CAx to support Computer
Numerically Controlled (CNC) machines, which are the major contributors to the production capacity of manufacturing industry today. Process planning plays an important role between design and manufacturing, and CAPP system is a vital link in the CAx chain. Due to the inherent
complexity of the task, Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) systems are still not as sophisticated as other Computer Aided systems. It is a common practice that manufacturing industries use CAD/CAM to generate part programmes for CNC machines without using a process
planning system. The process planning task is still relying on the knowledge of process planners, which is not consistent and error-prone. Furthermore, due to the unidirectional information flow from CAD/CAM to CNC machines, there is no feedback from the shopfloor, while
the shopfloor is the last and one of the most knowledge-intensive stages of the manufacturing
process.
Industries always have problem to provide an accurate process plan for a product. In this paper, a knowledge based process planning system has been proposed. The knowledge behind
the system is captured from the actual part programmes used on CNC machines at the
shopfloor. The mechanism of acquiring knowledge from part programmes is called process
comprehension. Using this method, manufacturing enterprises can have every record of process plan for each product manufacturing at the shopfloor. The process planning activities for
new products can benefit from using existing process knowledge by enquiring the knowledge
based process planning system. It is helpful for the enterprise to keep the product quality and
consistency, reduce the leading time for new products and accumulate knowledge to gain competitive advantages. In this paper, process comprehension has been introduced and a framework of the knowledge based process planning system has been presented. The knowledge
capture and retrieve mechanisms are discussed.
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Fast Human-robot Skill Transfer and Generalization for Flexible
Manufacturing
C. Yang, C. Li
Swansea University
Today's technologies enable us to send a robot to land on Mars, yet not to properly control a
robot shaking hands with us. The performance of most advanced robot control systems nowadays still cannot match that of humans' adaptability, flexibility and cooperative ability, which
are urgently required by the flexible manufacturing systems used to facilitate mass customization in the context of Industry 4.0. Modelling human's skills from a robot control view is still
challenging for high level versatile and collaborative skills.
Robots have been recently finding their ways into human industrial and daily life, one of which
is to learn motor skills from human tutors by demonstration and then generate these learned
skills. Obviously, a skilled robot will be more efficient in interacting with humans and industrial
productions. Traditional learning and generalizing methods, however, have not considered human impedance feature, which leads to the limitation of humanoid skills. To overcome the
above issues, human-robot skill transfer has been developed, which the objective of human
robot skill transferring is to enable a robot to manipulate as better as our human beings in
terms of dexterity and versatility.
Programmed robots performing repeated tasks play an important role in automated manufacturing, especially on the assembly line, to reduce labour cost through mass production. Towards Industry 4.0, mass customization is coming because each individual customer's need for
a unique product is greatly promoted. Highly increased product variety and production process
variability bring considerable uncertainty to assembly line design. Reconfiguration of the assembly line involves reprogramming of robots, which involves more than 40% of capitalized
cost. Modern manufacturing thus calls for a flexible approach to managing production process
variability. The most flexible factor in a manufacturing process is perhaps human operators,
whom have natural abilities of sensitivity and improvisation to unpredictable events, fast processing of varying information as well as quick adaption when switching tasks. In fact, manual
assembly usually reduces initial investment, but cost significantly increases with less automation thereafter. In this instance, the best solution seems to be to exploit human-robot physical
cooperation to close the gap between fully manual assembly and fully automated manufacturing lines.
It is increasingly expected that robots are capable of flexible skills in order to adapt to more
complex situations. Teaching by demonstration is seen as one of the most effective ways for a
robot to learn motion and manipulation skills from humans. Inspired by human mechanical impedance adaptivity to variations of tasks, both position trajectory and stiffness profile are
achieved for robot motion control to realize a more completed skill transfer process.
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In order to generate skills that obtained by imitation learning, movement trajectories need to
be encoded such they can be easily adapted to new situations. Dynamic Motor Primitives
(DMPs) is one of the most commonly used methods to represent movements of humans and
robots. DMPs model is represented by a set of differential equations that is enabled to encode
high dimensional control policies. Simply by changing a few parameters, i.e., the movement
generalization to the desired trajectories can be realized to meet the requirements of another
similar tasks.
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Industry is about to face the fourth industrial revolution, which is expected to bring the digital
transformations. Researchers emphasis on the importance of knowledge sharing in the digital
age, and also informs that 45% knowledge remains in the mind of employee. Many employees
do not share their knowledge because of intra-organizational competition and lack of compensation. Management scholars suggest to link the knowledge sharing with employee performance appraisal to motivate the employee for knowledge sharing. However, how to objectively
measure knowledge sharing for employee's performance appraisal needs further investigation.
This study proposes the use of cyber ba for the digital and continuous measurement of
knowledge sharing effectiveness, which can be used in performance appraisal system.
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A virtual environment with haptic feedback for improving distance
estimation in engineering design
C. Abdullah , G. Lawson and T. Roper
The University of Nottingham

This poster and demo is based on an EPSRC project: ‘Sensory Illusions for Spatial Understanding in Virtual Environments’ (EP/N00549X/1), for which we developed a low-cost multimodal
Virtual Environment (VE) system for engineering design tasks. We will show how a small number of wearable tactors can improve the suitability of a multimodal VE for engineering design.
VEs are becoming increasingly integrated into engineering
design processes, due to their ability to: reduce the costs
associated with physical prototypes, explore design issues
earlier in the development process, and investigate a greater
number of design iterations within a given time period.
However, to be useful, the spaces in the VEs must be perceived accurately; it is well reported in the scientific literature
that depth perception in virtual reality is inaccurate. There
are however ways to improve the accuracy of distance judgements, including: sensory realism by adding additional modality like uses of shadow, lighting and scale reference and
interaction fidelity (action realism) which depends on sensor’s
accuracy, avatar design, collision design and kinematic real- Figure 1. Haptic tactor on the wrist connectism. Additionally, feedback improves distance judgement by ed to Arduino with Leap motion tracking for
controlling finger kinematics in a VE
acknowledging task completion, e.g.: via haptic or physical
information.
Our poster and demo will present a multimodal VE for engineering design. It uses a Head
Mounted Display with haptic feedback, and a game-based VE. Our collision detection includes:
handling of complex surfaces or collections of objects, real-time performance, and rigid body
simulation that tells the exact time and position for collision. It also offers real time avatar
rescaling, so that engineers can experience a design from the perspective of different-sized users. Our on-going work aims to explore the task advantages (accuracy, error, time) achieved
by the addition of haptic feedback in engineering tasks.
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Towards Extracellular Secretion of Recombinant Proteins Using Antisense Technology
S. Heshmatifar and E. Keshavarz-Moore
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Biopharmaceutical industries have been exploiting microbial organisms such as Escherichia coli
to manufacture recombinant proteins that mostly are intended for therapeutic applications. For
extraction of accumulated proteins in the periplasm, a method of cell lysis must take place
which has a number of significant drawbacks such as numerous recovery and purification steps
which leads to further reduction of the overall yield. Also, as well as the product, contaminants
such as DNA and HCP are released which may be difficult to remove. Antisense technology offers a platform that once optimized can reduce the named drawbacks. Antisense RNA can target and inhibit the synthesis of proteins made by the cell, particularly outer membrane proteins
in order to facilitate secretion of the recombinant product out of the cell during fermentation.
This project aims to investigate the impact of inhibition of synthesis of selected outer membrane proteins on the secretion levels, thus having an effective release system. Various products such as alpha-amylase, Fab fragments have been investigated. In case of high secretion
yields, the methodology can be adapted by the industry to eliminate cell lysis steps and the
overall number of recovery and purification steps in the manufacturing of recombinant proteins
can be reduced. The success of this project will be significantly attractive for the industry and it
can lead to a new bioprocess strategy within the industry. Yields of 60% has been achieved, an
increase from 10%. Yield defined as % of total product in the supernatant. Potential significance for the industry include elimination of cell disruption steps in a bioprocess, significant
reduction in levels of contaminants such as HCP, DNA, proteolytic activity is greatly reduced in
the culture medium, reduction
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A review of data-driven approaches for Circular Economy in
manufacturing
O. Okorie, A. Tiwari, F. Charnley, M. Moreno, J. Oyekan, W. Hutabarat
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This work seeks to examine the area of Circular Economy, providing an overview of the development of data-driven circular approaches in manufacturing, particularly in the context of Industry 4.0, from the point of view of Reuse, Remanufacturing, Redistribution and Recycle.
Design/methodology/approach –This work is based on a comprehensive review of literature
covering over 51 research papers. These papers are analysed using pie charts and bar charts
to understand current trends in Circular Economy and related research, and future research
directions in the field.
Findings show that research on Circular Economy has been steadily and gradually growing with
2014 and 2015 having the most papers on the subject with 43% of the papers from engineering-related research. ‘Reuse’ is found to be the predominant strategy among surveyed papers.
Research which links digital technologies to circular strategies and their application within Industry 4.0 is still a very new area of research and, as such, is an area for further studies.
Papers on Circular Economy and Circular Economy Approaches exists, however, there are no
papers that offer an overview of the development of circular approaches within manufacturing.
The contribution of this paper is to provide a summary of current trends in circular economy
research in manufacturing, within the context of Industry 4.0. A review of this development is
provided in the form of illustrative charts and graphs that identifies these trends.
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A multi-objective optimisation model and sim-PSO for robust
stochastic scheduling in the presence of disruptions
M. Al-Behadili, D. Ouelhadj and D. Jones
University of Portsmouth

A multi-objective Simulation-Particle Swarm Optimisation model for the dynamic permutation
flow shop problem where the jobs processing times are stochastic, is proposed and examined
in this paper. The proposed multi-objective optimisation model considers utility, stability, and
robustness performance measures to handle the effect of different disruptions, such as machine breakdowns, new job arrivals. To solve this problem, we use a predictive-reactive approach and a novel solution method that hybridises both of Particle Swarm Optimisation and
Monte-Carlo Simulation techniques. These approaches have the ability to generate robust
schedules in the presence of different disruptions.
The proposed model and solution methods have been evaluated using different disruptions including; machine breakdowns, new job arrivals and stochastic processing times. The results
have demonstrated that the proposed multi-objective model and Sim-PSO method outperform
the results in the literature.
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In 2015 TWI created a new team to develop and implement a vision of applying digital manufacturing principles to joining and associated technologies for the benefit of its Members.
Digital manufacturing is a fundamental aspect of Industry 4.0 – the fourth industrial revolution.
Closely linked to the Internet of Things and virtualisation, digital manufacturing exploits cyberphysical systems to create production strategies that are more efficient and more effective
than their current-generation equivalents.
TWI has established itself as a leader in the application of Industry 4.0 concepts and technology to industrial welding solutions, exploring the opportunities presented by digital manufacturing and developing innovative and potentially disruptive solutions. In 2015 it formalised its activities in this area with the establishment of a new Welding Systems Integration (WSI) section. The section’s main objective is to support TWI’s technology teams as they develop and
provide smart digital manufacturing solutions on behalf of TWI Members.
This involves everything from market analysis and production support to full welding systems
automation and integration. A long term strategic partnership has also been formed with Lancaster University, the Joining 4.0 Innovation Centre (J4IC) aiming to develop a financially sustainable research facility, drawing on Lancaster's existing strengths, to complement and underpin the applied research and development activities of TWI.
This poster will cover TWI, WSI, and the J4IC offerings in the field of digital manufacturing and
how we can support industrial systems in the digital age.
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The Virtual Engineer: Fault diagnostic and Prognostic System for
Electro-Mechanical System
A. Egaji, E. Smart and D.J. Brown
University of Portsmouth

Digital manufacturing increases production efficiency and reduces production costs, but also
increase the system complexity. Condition monitoring of electromechanical systems is a vital
component of digital manufacturing. It saves cost by enhancing the smooth running of machines; preventing catastrophic breakdown and unwanted maintenance schedules. For these
reasons sensors are attached to the critical components of a machine to gather relevant information/data about its states. This project presents a system called the Virtual Engineer (TVE),
which takes vibration sensor as input and the Kurtosis of the vibration signal as features, and
use machine learning based method to evaluate the health state of the system. Using this approach, over a period of thirty-six months, 92.3% of the developed faults have been successfully identified.
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The term Industrial Internet of things (IIoT) or Industrie 4.0, announced by German Federal
Government as one of the most important initiatives of modern era (Hermann, Pentek and Otto, 2016), is being widely used today for the revolution of the industry using Internet of
Things, Business Intelligence, Data Analytics etc. Conservative estimations made by experts
suggest that by 2030, $15 Trillion of the World GDP will be spent on the IIoT (Waitzinger, Ohlhausen and Spath, 2015) . The Industry 4.0 Initiative by Germany, called 4th Industrial revolution, may revolutionize the industrial norms for better product and process customization. So,
to turn Industrie 4.0 into reality, industrial practices need the efficient integration of novel
technologies mentioned above.
(Lee, Bagheri and Kao, 2015) proposed a 5-step framework based on Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS) for realizing the concept of Industrie 4.0. Their 5C concept had Physical Components,
Data to Information Conversion, Clustering, Information Visualization and Self-awareness. Each
step has its own significance and all the steps combined portrayed an efficient framework for
the implementation of the smart factories and Industrie 4.0.
A framework for smart factory in compliance with Industry 4.0 described by (Wang et al.,
2016) and (Schuh et al., 2014) has four components. Physical Objects which includes machines
and smart things which communicate with each other via Industrial Network. Enterprise Resource Platform (ERP) is implemented on Cloud which has all the available data from the Smart
Things. The whole system is supervised by Terminals for Supervision and Control which helps
in decision making regarding the product customization and process management. This whole
system conforms with CPS (Drath and Horch, 2014) in which Physical Objects and Information
Analytics are interconnected.
In this study, we propose a conceptual model that can be used for the implementation of IIoT
for smart factories and Industry 4.0. Moreover, we also discuss our ongoing project for development of an integrated system for urine measurement in hospitals based on IoT. As our project in advance phase but not yet completed, we will anticipate the results based on our progress.
Challenges for IIoT Implementation:


Selection of Distributed Sensors that can efficiently perform the required tasks. Sometimes,
the sensors are not commercially available, so, development of sensors and other hardware
is needed.



Data Filtration is another task that is the need of every industrial application. The data that
is surplus to requirements should be eliminated.
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Data Privacy and Security should also be guaranteed because of the stiff competition in the
market. If any data related to business model or production process is leaked, it can have
serious financial consequences.



Data Analytics also hold an important position in the implementation of IIoT or smart factories. The non-technical people needs the data in the form that they can understand and can
make decisions based on that. So, data should be analysed according to the requirements.

Our conceptual model consists of 5 layers: Physical Layer, Information Layer, Cyber Security,
Data Analytics and Data Visualization. We are in the process of implementing our conceptual
model on a real world industrial application. We are developing a urine measurement system
for the use in hospitals for monitoring the urine output of the patients automatically using sensors and with the help of a micro-controller, that data is then sent to a remote computer where
it is analysed for the physicians to monitor.
At present, the urine output is measured hourly by the nursing staff manually and they have to
update the data manually on the system using iPods (Atigorn Sanguansri, 2016). Our model
will automate this process and reduce the human error which could lead to serious consequences in critical conditions. Furthermore, our model uses efficient data analytics methods to
ease the process of diagnosis for doctors which was previously time consuming.
We believe that this conceptual model can be applied to a real scenario in context to Smart
Factories to improve the overall production process. Furthermore, we also have the confidence
that this model can enhance the economic aspect of the factories and businesses in the 4th Industrial Revolution.
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Manufacturing industries are developing collaboration platforms, tools and services for the setup and management of production supply chain networks. The supply chain systems of large
manufacturers are complex and participating in them is often onerous for small and medium
enterprises (SMEs), because of the complexity involved in integrating SME services and systems with the platforms of the OEM manufacturer.
Our research aims to alleviate this problem and create a new approach for collaborative setup
and management of dynamic supply chain networks, which will be exemplified in a platform
developed within the EC-funded project DIGICOR . The platform will support the dynamic modelling of systems and services provided by SMEs and integrating them in the dynamic supply
chains of large OEMs, enforcing case-specific governance rules, and procedures for knowledge
protection and security. To facilitate adaptation to changing requirements, the DIGICOR platform will be open, allowing third parties to add services and provide seamless connectivity to
real-time data sources across the network. Together with other features envisioned for the
DIGICOR platform, we expect our approach to have a significant impact, facilitating the participation of SMEs in the future of digital manufacturing.
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The importance of quality control in any manufacturing process has always been recognised.
However, now more than ever before, it is a key requirement in order for manufacturing companies to remain competitive in the digital age. Because of the complexities and globalization
of the manufacturing supply chain, real-time product quality analysis has become an important
issue in the global manufacturing industry. However, in the metal forging industry, the attainment of efficient real-time quality control within forging processes has been faced with many
technological challenges. These challenges are associated with the need for more sophisticated
process modelling and simulation tools, cost-effective self-tuning sensors and a lack of robust
and efficient in-process monitoring and quality control technologies for the forging industry.
Therefore, there needs a pressing research programme that aims to meet the needs of effective in-process monitoring and quality control in a hot metal forging process by developing efficient real-time data-driven techniques for monitoring and improving the quality of hot forged
parts. This will eventually help revolutionise the metal forging industry towards its embracing
Industry 4.0.
However, some of the challenges in achieving this long-term ambition include: the difficulty in
directly accessing product attributes during hot forging, the absence of linear relationships between process parameters and product parameters, the variation in input parameters of individual products in different hot forging operations and the high dimensionality of process data.
On the other hand, it is believed that answering the following research questions would be the
appropriate starting point in tackling these challenges and meeting the research needs. They
include;


What are the most significant process parameters in a hot forging process with regard to
the desired product parameters, how are they determined and how can they be captured
and analysed in real-time?



What existing statistical and data analytical techniques are suitable for identifying the underlying relationships between forging process parameters and quality outcomes. Moreover,
are these data analytical techniques best used alone or combined with traditional process
monitoring and quality control techniques like SPC to improve the overall monitoring performance?



What is the effectiveness of using data mining approaches in tackling the process monitoring and quality control problems in an industrial hot forging process?
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Recent research works have shown that the robustness of data mining techniques like artificial
neural networks (ANN), decision trees (DT) and cluster analysis make them attractive for the
high complexity and high dimensionality in manufacturing setups like the hot forging process.
As such, these techniques can be a major consideration in the proposed research. It is expected that such an online monitoring system would help identify some underlying relationships between process parameters in a forging process that affects certain predetermined quality characteristics of the forged part, as well as contribute to achieving the reduced reworks,
fewer material wastes and fewer scraps in the hot forging processes. A successful implementation of these techniques would also mitigate the costs associated with defective parts, lead to
downtime reduction and improve the overall system performance.
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With increasing photovoltaic (PV) installations, large amounts of time series data from utilityscale PV systems such as meteorological data and string level measurements are collected.
Due to fluctuations in irradiance and temperature, PV data is highly stochastic. Spatio-temporal
differences with potential time-lagged correlation are also exhibited, due to the wind directions
affecting cloud movements. Coupling these variations with different types of PV systems in
terms of power output and wiring configuration, as well as localised PV effects like partial shading and module mismatches, lengthy time series data from solar systems are highly multidimensional and challenging to process. In addition, these raw datasets can rarely be used directly due to the possibly high noise and irrelevant information embedded in them. Moreover, it
is challenging to operate directly on the raw datasets, especially when it comes to visualizing
and analysing these data. On this point, the Pareto principle, or better-known as the 80/20
rule, commonly applies: researchers and solar engineers often spend most of their time collecting, cleaning, filtering, reducing and formatting the data.
In this work, a data analytics algorithm is applied to mitigate some of the complexities and
make sense of the large time series data in PV systems. Each time series is treated as an individual entity which can be characterized by a set of generic or application-specific features.
This reduces the dimension of the data, i.e., from hundreds of samples in a time series to a few
descriptive features. It is also easier to visualize big time series data in the feature space, as
compared to the traditional time series visualization methods, such as the spaghetti plot and
horizon plot, which are informative but not very scalable. The time series data is processed to
extract features through clustering and identify correspondence between specific measurements and geographical location of the PV systems. This characterisation of the time series data can be used for several PV applications, namely, (1) PV fault identification, (2) PV network
design and (3) PV type pre-design for PV installation in locations with different geographical
attributes
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With the proliferation of information and communications technology (ICT), the digital era has
offered multiple tools to manufacturers for improved customer focus, short-cycle adoption, and
batch size reductions . However, present manufacturing systems are not ready to deal with a
large volume of various customer data generated at a high velocity because of the lack of intelligent analytic techniques. Aiming at addressing this issue, the motivation of this work is to fill
the gap of predicting what the customer subconsciously wants and hence predictively customising product designs before just in time for a mass-customised mass production line.
Emerging concepts like social manufacturing, Enterprise 2.0, open innovation, crowdsourcing
and smart cities take part of a worldwide tendency ever since the arrival of social networking
tools and Web 2.0. The inclusion of human factors in the manufacturing value chain leads to
more consideration of the social aspect of Industry 4.0 (i4). The end-result of the extension of
Internet of Things (IoT) to a social side is the linkage of big data to the cyber, physical and social worlds together. A wide range of opportunities and challenges are being brought to i4, with
socio-cyber-physical systems (SCPS). It is argued that, under SCPS, challenges achieving mass
customisation under i4 principles include:


Implementing self-learning processes for smart manufacturing;



Value-creating in a crossed-linked cycle in i4 for realising closed-loop product life cycles and
industrial cooperation;



Smart data management leading to an evolution for the innovation floor facilitating the interactions between the provider and customer.

To tackle these challenges, this work develops a methodology that integrates big data analytics
and business informatics to understand customer needs and wants, so as predictively to extract significant attributes and thus to improve customisation and design. Figure 1 explores
possibilities that artificial intelligence and machine learning approaches can bring to relevant
data analysis in closing the i4 value chain. Key objectives are to achieve self-prediction and self
-configuration in products and services tailor-made at mass production rates. The contribution
of this work is for the future integration of smart manufacturing, smart products, smart services, and prediction of customer desires to realise customised smart designs by developing a
methodology for just-in-time customisation using computational intelligence (CI). Figure 2
shows how the process of such data analysis is developed to obtain prediction models and select the best attributes. The linkage between Figure 1 and 2 is the process of predictive customer needs and wants after receiving the feedback from the smart service, the processes of
data access, explore, develop the model, test classification, validation, and selection of
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attributes take place in Figure 2. The significance of this also relies on automating the process
of obtaining customised designs before the manufacturing process begins. This is achieved using self-organizing maps against fuzzy k-means, bagged decision trees and support vector machine approaches. Hence, this work builds better and less complex models to help visualise
patterns, interactions between variables, prediction and selection of attributes. This is useful in
the i4 value chain to address customisation and improve the decision-making process. One of
the main discoveries by using several learning approaches is that decision trees give a more

accurate analysis and are easy to interpret.
Figure 1

Figure 2

This methodology helps validate the accuracy of the model. Information is constantly retrieved
in a closed-loop, cloud and big data based system as the customer feedback subconsciously,
wishing for a better design or customisation. The feature selection tool therein helps in the decision-making process and quality assurance. The considered scientific impacts in this work are
(i) the integration of Computer-Automated Design (CAutoD) and smart manufacturing concepts, (ii) obtaining simpler predictive models for customer needs and wants, (iii) obtaining a
more visual based data analysis that can aid better decision-making process, and (iv) detecting
from model validation which machine learning approach gives a more accurate results
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Industrial systems in the digital age, in connection with Industry 4.0, include many different
but interconnected systems ─ manufacturing systems, smart factories, and autonomous electric vehicle systems, to name but a few. These systems are often in the form of Cyber Physical
Systems. Inevitably, all of them encounter an important issue: Cybersecurity. This paper offers
a brief overview on cyber security in relation to industrial systems in the digital age. It pays
attention to what happens today – not history − and explores future directions, beyond Industry 4.0. All academic references, except a few, are papers published from 2016 to the end of
April 2017. Some references are accepted papers available on-line and expected to appear in
journals over the next 12 months. The aim is to help researchers to have a vision of cyber security research and development. We mainly focus on cyber security for autonomous and connected systems. At the same time, R&D on smart grid security is also reviewed since the most
security issues are similar in cyber-physical systems, and indeed in other Industry 4.0 systems.
The full paper and a list of references can be found from http://www.sussex.ac.uk/~taiyang/
NetplusConf.pdf
Engineering including vehicle control systems are transitioning from electromechanical-based
systems to modern information and communication based systems creating a close coupling
between cyber and physical components. Cyber security, therefore, becomes a main research
area. For applications, in this paper we mainly focus on Autonomous and/or Connected Vehicles
(ACVs). Although only limited ACVs are currently on road, they are already reports of cyberattacks, for example those published in the IEEE Spectrum. When the Internet was first invented in 1989, security was not considered to be necessary. However, for ACVs before their wide
appearance on public roads, the cyber security of ACVs must be assured at the very beginning
and at a high level. According to a recently accepted paper “Cyber Threats Facing Autonomous
and Connected Vehicles: Future Challenges”, significant R+D is needed to achieve the required
high level security.
This summer seven autonomous electric vehicles will be running for the first time in London
streets after a period of road tests. They all meet high safety standards of modern cars. In
terms of cyber security, a passive approach is adopted. All computing and communications are
in an isolated on-board system for vehicle navigations. Only non-safety related information is
exchanged with outside world. However, beyond computing and communications, a sophisticated cyber-attack called “false data injection” is still possible. Sensing data can be manipulated
to fool the on-board sensors. Even high-tech US navy has suffered such an attack. Iran claimed
that it had captured a highly classified drone belonging to the CIA by fooling its GPS to make it
land in Iran rather than Afghanistan. The idea of GPS spoofing was further demonstrated by a
research team in the USA. Cyber security is a broad area and cyber-attacks can be divided into
different categories. Many attacks are beyond the capability of passive defence and therefore
active reactions are the key for the cyber security.
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The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of networked objects capable of interacting with the external environment via embedded sensors and transmitting sensed data over the Internet. The
scope of IoT covers a wide range of devices and goes beyond traditional computer systems
such as laptops, tablets and smartphones. Example objects are thermostats, domestic appliances, smart light bulbs, wearables, pollution sensors, keyless locks, industrial robots. The
scale, complexity and interoperability issues will soon be unmanageable and traditional software engineering techniques fall short already. This is mainly because current software engineering practice is not adequate for dealing with these systems because they are difficult to
manage and hard to upgrade, lack service interoperability and compositionality, cannot handle
contextual reconfigurations, and, give rise to concerns regarding privacy, security and data
ownership.
This situation will likely deteriorate as technology advances enable us to build increasingly larger and more heterogeneous systems. It is therefore evident, that new formal modelling and
automated reasoning techniques are urgently needed to help us understand, control and predict the behaviour of IoT systems and overcome these limitations. In our research, we propose
new mathematical frameworks and tools, based on the theory of bigraphs, to allow for rigorous, yet realistic modelling and analysis of IoT systems. Bigraphs are a novel graphical formalism for modelling interacting systems that evolve in time and space. The appeal of this formalism is that it allows us to express graphically how the spatial arrangement of entities might
drive computational effects within the system through a series of reaction rules. This allows
systems designers to directly use these graphical forms as the principal modelling representation.
A simple example of reaction rule illustrating the capabilities of bigraphs is given in the figure on the right. It
specifies the movement of a User and her Phone from
inside the Room (left-hand side) to outside the Room
(right-hand side). Note that the wireless link between
the Display and the Phone is interrupted in the righthand side. Other devices may be connected to the Display via name w. We illustrate our approach by focussing on three important strands of our research: service interoperability and
compositionality, automatic deployment and dynamic contextual reconfiguration, and languages for programming IoT systems.
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In this presentation, a data-driven method will be introduced to build an evidence-based inferential model for fault diagnosis and condition monitoring in engineering systems. A bi-objective
optimisation model and its solution scheme are developed to train evidence weights for inference without relying on prior distribution. Numerical examples are provided to demonstrate the
above findings and their potential applications. A real life case study on fault diagnosis in rail
track maintenance is conducted, where data is gathered from an operational railway system.
This case study is intended to show the process of inferential modelling and decision making in
real life, from sample data collection and evidence acquisition to the estimation of evidence
weights and the combination of evidence for fault diagnosis and condition monitoring.
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The manufacturing industry is entering a new era in which new ICT technologies and collaboration applications are integrated with traditional manufacturing practices and processes to increase flexibility in manufacturing, mass customization, increase speed, better quality and to
improve productivity.
Virtual factories are key building blocks for Manufacturing 2.0, enabling the creation of new
business ecosystems. In itself, the concept of virtual factories is a major expansion upon virtual enterprises in the context of manufacturing, which only integrates collaborative business
processes from different enterprises to simulate, model and test different design options, to
evaluate performance, thus to save time-to-production. Creating virtual factories requires the
integration of product design processes, manufacturing processes, and general collaborative
business processes across factories and enterprises. An important aspect of this integration is
ensure straightforward compatibility between the machines, products, processes, related products and services, as well as any descriptions of those.
Virtual factory models needs to be created before the real factory is implemented to better explore different design options, evaluate their performance and virtual commission the automation systems thus saving time-to-production. This foundational concept to future manufacturing
allows the flexible amalgamation of manufacturing resources in multiple organizations to model, simulate, test factory layouts and processes in a virtual reality environment, virtual factory
design and virtual factories, finally create the real factory in shorter time, with demand driven
product lines.
EU H2020 “vF Interoperation suppoRting buSiness innovaTion” (FIRST) provides new technology and methodologies to describe manufacturing assets; to compose and integrate existing
services into collaborative virtual manufacturing processes; and to deal with evolution of
changes. Moreover, the issues and gaps are investigated from a global view, i.e. among European member states and Chinese perspectives.
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It is argued we are embroiled in the Fourth cycle of Industrial Revolution. The Fourth Industrial
Revolution, is building on the Third, and is the digital revolution. It is characterized by a fusion
of technologies that blurs the lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres. Importantly, the Fourth Industrial Revolution is a distinct one because it is challenging existing
societal, social and business practices. Of particular interest for this study is that it also challenges those conceptual foundations associated with: velocity, scope, and systems impact.
When compared with previous industrial revolutions, the Fourth is evolving at an exponential
rather than a linear pace.
In this paper we explore the theoretical premise of velocity, scope and system impact with the
Fourth Industrial business case of Rotite. Rotite is a unique / mechanical connection technology, embodied by the expedited development of 3D printing with user input. The paper provides
empirical insight into the significance of velocity, scope and systems impact, on Rotite’s businesses product development and visions of the future. Through a series of rolling interviews
and recordings of the businesses development narrative we explore the historical context of
Rotite’s growth, and whether change associated with the Fourth Industrial Revolution can be
described as significant. The Rotite case reveals the importance of velocity to product development, describing how from a 3am brain wave the final product prototype version 2 exploded
and by 5pm the same day a new business product. For this company drawing on and levering
existing industrial networks also lead to exponential growth of their brand. Furthermore, now
the mechanical product can be produced and 3D printed in a variety of materials, the applications for creative solutions for business society are limitless. The company itself is unable to
simply conceive where the innovation will go (at this moment in time).
Lastly the greatest systems impact Rotite describes is how the innovation has provided a simple solution to a breadth of mechanical and engineering problems. Rotite’s product has been
described as “an elegant, simple but practical solution that was so obvious that it should have
been made 200 years ago”. However, this product and the solution itself could not have
emerged without digital manufacturing. The findings of the research illustrate how creative solutions and the contemporary context of networked thinking, sharing and motivating are fostering a generative capacity and changing societal, business and innovative potential. Moreover, it
is the combination of complexity and simplicity that seem to be disrupting the mechanical engineering industry in the UK.
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The electricity cost even higher than infrastructure cost for a data center especially when they
are deployed in large cluster configurations. However, due to the lack of flexible controllable
hardware research platform, commercial server system-level energy optimization algorithm is
still at a relatively low level. To address to this issue, we build a flexible business server simulation platform based on the principles and the energy - efficiency (EE) measurement data for
the mainly components, such as Central Processor Unit (CPU), Hard Disk Drive (HDD), Memory
and Power Supply Unit (PSU).
The block diagram of the simulation platform is shown in the Fig. 1. It consists of virtual software, optimization algorithm interface and EE models of mainly components. The simulation
platform can be used for component analysis and system optimization, such as the effect of
active cores number, frequency, and multi-core communication overhead on the EE of CPU or
the different hardware configurations on the EE of system. This means that the simulation platform can be used for online optimization algorithm development as well as a server hardware
selection guidance.

Fig. 1:Block diagram of the simulation platform
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Robots have been used in manufacturing for many years. They often operate behind safety
barriers that limit close collaborative working between humans and robots. Human-safe robots,
called cobots, have removed the need for physical barriers. However, for effective human-robot
team working, the human must have confidence and trust in the cobot. New affective control
strategies, that use human emotions as input signals, are now required to allow optimal human
robot working. Measuring or quantifying human emotions has proven difficult. In an experimental setting, even emotion elicitation is a challenging task. Reliability of the most common
methods suffers from several confounding factors; for example, for a given emotional stimuli, if
the test subject is distracted, wavering human attention may lead to an unexpected emotional
response. Recent developments in virtual reality (VR) technology could be a solution to this
problem. By immersing viewers inside the reality of a presented emotional scenario, it may be
possible to remove distractions and get the subject’s undivided attention focused where intended. It has been shown before that as the immersed viewer experiences presence in VR, they
become part of the scenario, resulting in a more realistic experience.
This work explores the use of VR for the elicitation and recognition of stress and other emotions that may result from Human-Robot interactions. Recognizing the human physiological responses, stimulated by VR, will enable new control models to be learned that promote trust,
coordination, effectiveness, and most importantly the well-being of workers. Initial experiments
measure participants’ electrodermal and cardiac activity in relaxing or stressful and scary VR
scenarios. To initialize the experiment participants are asked to put the VR headset on, sit
down and watch a relaxing 360-degree videos of pleasant landscapes. Following this, participants are asked to take part in an immersive VR game, that is designed to generate feelings of
fear and stress non-stop for 15 minutes.
Analysis of measured physiological signals, in conjunction with qualitative unstructured interviews, suggests skin conductance is a promising indicator of emotional state. While playing the
game, participants were in high alert state, cautious and distrustful. In discussion after the experiment, most participants agreed with each other saying that experience felt real and that
they were genuinely scared. They felt that emotions experienced in the VR setting were similar
in feel to real physical situations. Thus, the conclusion of this study is the formation of the hypothesis that VR is a viable tool to safely evoke emotions, which can then be leveraged to improve robot-human interactions in real situations.
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The wide use of machining processes has imposed a large pressure on environment due to energy consumption and related carbon emissions. Research has indicated that assessment of
energy consumption is the basis to reduce energy consumption. Material removal power is an
important part of the total power consumption during machining and can be predicted by three
methods, namely the specific energy based method, cutting force based method and exponential function based method. However, there is a lacking of researches on the evaluation of prediction accuracy and implementation difficulty of the three methods. In this study, the accuracy
and implementation requirements of the three methods used in turning are investigated. Three
types of workpiece materials (carbon steel, aluminum and ductile iron) were selected for this
study. Experiments were conducted to obtain the coefficients for the methods. Then values of
material removal power predicted by different methods were compared with those from confirmation experiments. Moreover, the implementation requirements of different methods were
discussed. Results showed that the cutting force based method can provide the most accurate
prediction of material removal power using coefficients obtained experimentally, while the exponential function based method could provide relatively high prediction accuracy with moderate implementation difficulty.
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Manufacturing systems are becoming increasingly adaptive, networked, decentralised, and context-aware. Advanced manufacturing systems such as Evolvable Assembly Systems (EAS) offer
flexible and resilient automated assembly platforms enabled by intelligent multi-agent architectures. In order to maximise the performance afforded by the flexibility of these new forms of
automated decision-making, improved methods of control are required that emphasise close
collaboration between human operators and automated agents. Effective collaboration requires
intelligent agents capable of understanding operator goals, availability, and intentions in order
to engage in co-operative activities. As well as human-machine interfaces that allow the operator to interpret the state of the assembly line, the impact of agent decisions, and to communicate with the agents. To this end, we apply a practical design methodology for co-operative
EAS, based on Joint Cognitive Systems principles for making automation a team player.
Through this approach we identify design implications for co-operation for four critical components of EAS; intelligent agents, context awareness, HMIs, and human competence.

